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Abstract
Nanometer scale electronics present a challenge for the computer ar-
chitect. These quantum devices have small gain and are dicult to in-
terconnect. I have analyzed current device capabilities and explored two
general design requirements for the design of computers: error correction
and long range connections. These two principles follow when Turing
machines are implemented as integrated circuits. I consider the roles of
electromigration through thin wires, circuit layout, and error rates for de-
vices with small gain. The analysis brings into sharp focus the future of
nanocomputers and suggests solutions to some of its diculties. It gives a
theoretical model for a nanocomputer, separating the roles of devices and
algorithms. Within the model one can implement a stochastic computer,
which operates despite quantum device limitations.
1 Introduction
Since the construction of the Eniac, the electronic devices used in computers
have shrunk by a factor of 10
5
. The basic driving force for the miniaturization
of computers and their components is economic. Integrated circuits, built by
lithography, can be produced at very low cost. This economy of scale allows
for the construction of computer with a larger number of parts. But the down-
sizing of the components of a computer cannot go on without limits. Computers
are built of condensed matter and the down-sizing has to take that into account.
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Before the limit of the atom size is reached there is another limit of impor-
tance for the design of computers. It is the point when quantum mechanical
eects become important. In the design of a cmos (complementary metal oxide
semiconductor) transistor, quantum mechanics plays a small role. Once the
existence of a sea of electrons and holes is given, the transistor can be under-
stood in classical terms. This is because the coherence length of the electrons
in silicon is small compared with the size of the transistor. With the use of
small gallium-arsenide devices, the coherence length of the electrons becomes
comparable to the device size and quantum mechanics starts playing a larger
role. At these small scales it is no longer true that the device can be treated
as an isolated unit, that any amount of gain is possible, or that any amount of
fan-out can be achieved. The nanodevice is not like the cmos transistor. Does
this have any implications for the design of computers?
I want to examine the implications of quantum devices in the design a mod-
ern electronic computer. What concepts are essential for the operation of a
computer? Can these concepts be implemented with nano-scale electronics? To
answer these questions I will draw from several areas: vlsi (very large scale
integration) design, estimates of errors, and the physics of electron conduction
through semiconductors. I will limit myself to semiconductors not because of
any fundamental reason, but for economical reasons. Computers are constructed
using vlsi integrated circuits in factories that cost close to 10
9
dollars and take
ve years to become operational [1]. This is at the limit of most commercial
enterprises [2].
The results also apply to quantum computers. Most research on quantum
computers is done in the abstract [3]. A Hamiltonian is proposed and it is
shown to have certain interesting properties as a computer. It is implicit in the
research that a realization of the Hamiltonian can be found in condensed matter.
Most designs emphasize condensed matter because the interactions are stronger
between electrons than they are between photons. I will not be investigating
the possibilities that physical laws oer as algorithms.
For the analysis of a computer I will consider it as a central processor that is
connected to memory. The processor has to keep its state from one clock cycle
to the next (a nite state automaton). It can be implemented as a Boolean
function where some of the output can be used as input in the next clock cycle.
This is discussed in section 2. A typical Boolean function of n bits is realized
as a circuit with less than 2
n
=n gates, and it is typical for it to have more than
n gates. If we use wires to connect the output of gates to the input of others,
then the typical number of wires fanning-out from each gate will be larger than
n
1=2
. This means that the layout of the gates in two dimensions will not be
planar. These estimates are conrmed experimentally in the form of Rent's law
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for the number of connections.
Thin wires (say, less than 250 nm) are dicult to build in integrated circuits.
They are usually destroyed by the currents used in intergrated circuits. As the
electrons ow through the wires they collide with the atoms in the grains that
make them up. This creates a slow diusion of atoms in the direction of the
current ow. After some time the vacancies that the atoms left downstream will
accumulate close to the contact of the wire and break open the contact. This
is the process of electromigration. It is discussed in section 3.
The devices in an integrated circuit are not ideal. There are manufacturing
imperfections. There are temperature uctuations. Any realistic design must
take these variations into account and error correct. Error correction can be
done by digital means or by analog means. I will show that digital error correc-
tion cannot overcome the large error rates of nanodevices in section 5. In current
digital computers errors are corrected by using gain | an analog method. For
transistors the gain curve is nonlinear. This allows variations from both the 0
bit or 1 bit voltage to be corrected to their standard value. This observation,
and its importance for computer design, was rst published by Keyes [4]. Ana-
log error correction is a statistical eect arising from the sea of electrons in the
semiconductor. It depends on the large size of the device to keep statistical
uctuations small.
The problems with wires and errors would seem to indicate that it is im-
possible to build a computer with nano-scale electronic devices. But this is not
the conclusion from the argument. What seems impossible is a general purpose
computer with the current low gain devices. If a device is invented that has
larger gain and the lifetime of thin wires can be extended to several years it
should be possible to build a general purpose computer. Even if these goals
are not achieved, it should be possible to build a useful computational device.
There are many algorithms that operate despite errors in the state of the com-
puter. In section 6 I will introduce an example of a stochastic computer and a
class of algorithms it may execute.
2 Boolean graphs
In this section I am going to argue that computers need long wires. The basis
of the argument is in graph theory. A Boolean circuit, which exists in any
processor, can be represented by a graph. Which graph will depend on the
exact computer, but I will then show that graphs from Boolean circuits are
complicated. For the simple case of planar graphs it is possible to estimate how
long the wires in the computer have to be. But planar graphs are too simple for
a computer. That is because the most complex language they can recognize are
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regular expressions, and most computing tasks cannot be represented as regular
expression. For more complicated languages, the wires have to be even longer.
The function of wire is to carry a bit. There are several ways to accomplish
this in a circuit. The most common way is to apply a voltage to a wire made
of aluminum, copper, gold, or silver. Metal wires have the great advantage of
speed. In principle they can carry a bit at the speed of light; in practice they are
limited by the time it takes to charge up the metal wire. That time should be
shorter than the clock speed and is of the order of RC, where R is the resistance
of the wire, and C its capacitance. But metal wires are not the only way to
carry a signal from one part to another in a circuit. For example, the bit can
be actively carried through the circuit by an active wire. An active wire is a
chain of devices that pass a bit unaltered from one end to another. The transfer
is synchronous with the clock (or cycles) of the circuit. Therefore an active
wire is not as fast as a copper wire. In billiard ball models of computers [5]
the signals are carried by billiard balls and the wires are the free ight regions
of the billiard. The free ight regions act as active wires, because it takes the
signal a certain number of clock cycles to go from one part of the circuit to
another. Active wires slow down a computer: they limit how fast an algorithm
may execute.
There is a rule that relates the number of wires in a circuit to the number
of gates. It is Rent's rule [6]. It is an empirical power law relating the number
of interconnections (or wires) w to the number of gates g:
w = w
0
g
r
.
The exponent r is the Rent exponent and varies with the type of circuit. As-
sume, for example, that the circuit is a memory chip. For each storage unit
(ip-op or capacitor) there is a xed number of wires. To read and write the
bits there is an array of wires forming a grid. There are also power supply and
ground wires; these also form a grid. The wires in a memory chip are just a
series of grids superimposed. The number of wires in the grid is proportional to
the perimeter of the memory. The number of storage bits (gates) is proportional
to the area of the memory. This implies that the number of wires is propor-
tional to the square root of the number of bits. The constant w
0
will depend
on the exact number of grids that are required for the memory to operate. But
independent of the value of w
0
, it shows that the Rent exponent r should be
1=2 for a memory device. This is conrmed in experimental measurements [6].
For circuits that are not as regular as a memory, the Rent exponent is larger
than 1=2. This means that there more interconnections among the circuits of a
processor than there are in memory device. Later I will argue that processors
execute Boolean functions that are more complicated than memory lookup.
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Being more complicated they have to transmit more information through the
circuit than a memory does.
It may be possible to reduce the number of connections in a central processor.
In traditional designs the number of gates is minimized and the Rent exponent
is larger than 1=2. But it may be possible to design central processor where the
communication time is minimized, leading to smaller Rent exponents [7].
2.1 Boolean functions as graphs
A model of a computer is a large amount of memory connected to a processor.
The processor is a nite state machine. It looks at the content of the memory
and changes its state accordingly. This change of state may change the memory
or not. The nite state machine executes a Boolean function. It is made from
a series of interconnected and, or, and not gates.
To study the types of connections and number of wires in a computer it
useful to simplify it. The exact type of gates or memory units that are being
connected do not really matter for the analysis of the number of wires and their
lengths. I will then replace each gate of the computers by a node. The circuit
reduces to a set nodes interconnected by wires. It is a graph in the sense of
graph theory. In this model of an electronic circuit all the inputs of a gate
converge to a single node or vertex The wires that interconnect the gates form
the edges of the graph.
A graph is a set of nodes or vertices connected by edges. The positions of
the nodes or how they are embedded in space does not matter in the denition
of a graph. All that matters is that there are nodes, and that there is a pairing
of nodes in the form of edges. Two nodes of a graph are connected to each
other if there is a sequence of edges that takes you from one node to the other.
If every node of the graph is connected to every other node, then the graph is
connected. It is common to think of graphs as embedded in the plane. Then
nodes become points and the edges become lines. If the graph can be drawn
in the plane so that no two edges (lines) cross, the graph is planar. In general
graphs that are too interconnected cannot be planar.
A simple example of a circuit and its graph is shown in gure 1. In the
circuit, gure 1(a), there are four wires comming in from the left, the inputs.
There is one output comming out from the right. There are a total of four
gates in the circuit. Each gate of the circuit gets replaced by a node and all the
inputs of the gate end up coming into the same node. The circuit in gure 1(a)
becomes the graph in gure 1(b).
One can already see the diculty in laying-out circuits. As each gate oc-
cupies some area in the integrated circuit, lets assume, as this only changes
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 (a) (b) 
Figure 1: The graph equivalent of a circuit. To construct a graph of a circuit (b),
every gate of an electronic circuit (a) is replaced by a node.
estimates by a constant, that all gates can be placed on the nodes of a square
grid. If a given node has many lines connected to it, then some of the nodes on
the other end of these lines will have to be far away. For example, if the nodes
are limited to be on a grid of unit size squares, then a given node will have 4
neighbors at distance one, 4 at distance
p
2, 4 at distance 2 and so on. So if the
central node had to be connected to 12 other nodes, there would have to be a
wire of at least length 2.
So the more nodes are interconnected, the longer the wires of the circuit
have to be. How long depends on how eciently gates can be arranged on
a square grid and how how interconnected each node is. In section 2.2 I will
explain how the simplest useful task a computer can do | recognizing a regular
expression | requires a circuit corresponding to a planar graph. Laying-out a
planar graph requires laying-out the tree graph it contains 2.3. From the tree
graph on can estimate a lower bound on the longest wire needed in a circuit.
Other circuits 2.4 are even more complicated and require more gates, making
the wires longer as in Rent's law.
2.2 Regular expressions
The simplest circuits are those that recognize regular expressions. A regular
expression is a simple language that is used to represent all the possible patterns
that may occur within a context. Regular expressions are equivalent to nite
state automata, the processing element that occurs in the Turing machine. An
example of the use of regular expressions is in describing an identier in the
C programming language. An identier is a sequence of characters. The rst
character must be a letter or the underscore. The remaining may be letters,
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numbers, or the underscore. For those that are familiar with Unix
1
regular
expressions, the C language identier could be recognized by
[a-zA-Z ][A-Za-z0-9 ]*
The ranges within square brackets mean that one of those symbols should occur.
And the * means that the previous character (or range of characters) may
occur zero or more times. The importance of regular expressions in the design
of processors is that sequence of events can usually be specied by regular
expressions. Usually, and not always, because there may be cases in which
one has to compare a large number of events before deciding to take action.
Situations where one has to recognize
a
n
bc
n
,
and n is not known in advance, are not well suited for regular expressions.
Regular expression can be built with planar graphs (as shown by Mukho-
padhyay [8]). Floyd and Ullman [9] have given a practical algorithm that trans-
lates a regular expression into a circuit description. To explain their algorithm I
would have to introduce many related concepts, so I will just indicate a textbook
(reference [10, sec. 3.4]) where the layout algorithm for regular expressions is dis-
cussed. An important consequence of being a planar circuit is that the number
of gates needed to recognize a regular expression with n symbols is proportional
to n.
2.3 Trees
To set a lower bound on how long wires have to be, I will consider a special
subset of graphs: trees. Trees play a special role in graph theory. Every graph,
no matter how simple or complex, has as a subset a tree. I will rst give an
informal denition of trees. Then I will show that there is a very ecient
scheme to layout trees in the plane. This scheme will give a lower bound on
the length of the wires that are required to implement the circuit that the
tree represents. Because trees are subsets of all graphs, circuits that are more
complicated require wires at least as long as those of the tree.
Trees are graphs that do not have loops of edges. In a tree, starting from
any node it is not possible walk along the edges and return to the starting
node without repeating an edge. If we start with a complicated graph and
remove enough edges it can be reduced to a tree. So trees are simple graphs,
and complicated graphs contain them. There are many possible trees, but any
1
Unix is a registered trademark
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2: Trees with degree smaller that 3 (a) can be embedded in a complete binary
tree (b). If the tree has a degree 4, as (c), then the embedding must be done on a
complete ternary tree.
particular tree has a maximum degree. The degree of a node is the number
of edges connected to that node. Assume that the maximum degree is three.
This is the case when every gate has one or two input terminals and only one
output terminal. The complete binary tree would be the case when every node
has exactly two input terminals and one output terminal. Figure 2 has three
examples of trees. In tree (a) all nodes have degree three or less. Therefore it
can be embedded into a complete binary tree, which is shown in (b). Tree (c)
is an example of a tree that is not binary.
The most ecient way to layout a tree in a grid is using an H-tree. The
H-tree arrangement uses the least area. It is called H-tree because it is formed
from a series of nested structures that resemble the letter H. The construction
is recursive. In gure 3(a) I show the rst step of the construction and in (b) a
larger example. To compute the area of this tree, notice that each node occupies
a nite amount of area, 4 unit squares in the gure. If the tree has n nodes,
then the area occupied will be proportional to n. The longest wire used in the
tree is the one connecting the root node to one of its leaf nodes. The side of the
square containing the H-tree has length
p
n, and the longest wire has length of
p
n=4. It turns out that it is possible to layout the complete binary tree so as
to minimize wire length. To determine the longest wire length one notices that
in the H-tree arrangement the length of the longest wire doubles each two new
branch-levels the tree gains. This leads to a wire of order
p
n= log
2
n (see [10,
sec. 3.2]).
2.4 General Boolean functions
General purpose computers need to process languages that are more complex
than regular expressions. It has to recognize (or generate) patterns from other
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3: The H-tree is the most area ecient way to layout a complete binary tree.
The construction process is recursive. The rst step is in (a) and is laid over a grid.
Each node occupies four unit squares. Part (b) shows a more complicated example.
languages (see table 1). But these more complicated languages have regular
expressions as a subset, and therefore the graphs and circuits for these languages
will be as complicated as those for regular expressions. This means that the
bound on wires of length
p
n= log
2
n must hold as a lower bound. The n is the
number of nodes in the circuit. The exact relation between the number of gates
in a circuit and the language it recognizes is still an active area of research.
There are no general theorems relating the two.
A less general approach is to ask what is the relation between the number
of gates and the number of inputs to a Boolean function. The rst to give a
satisfactory answer to that question was Shannon [11]. He showed that if you
Language machine
Regular expressions nite automaton
Context free stack automaton
Context sensitive bounded automaton
Recursively enumerable Turing machine
Table 1: Dierent types of languages and the computer that recognize them. Regular
expressions are the simplest requiring a nite automaton, and recursively enumerable
languages are the most complex requiring a Turing machine.
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devised an algorithm that transformed a Boolean function of n inputs into a
circuit, then you would need at most 2
n
=n gates to implement the function.
He also showed that there is a function that requires that many gates. Does
that mean that the typical Boolean circuit requires an exponential number of
gates? The answer is yes. A typical Boolean function of n inputs and one
output requires 2
n-3
=n gates [12].
In practice the circuits that are used in processors are not as complicated.
Multipliers, sorters, control units, all have power law dependence on the number
of inputs. That is because these circuits are designed by people, that often use
structured methods to design the circuits. The gates are combined in modules;
the modules into larger circuits. Each modules execute a simple function, such
as storing a byte, adding two small numbers, or comparing two small numbers.
More complicated functions are programmed in the circuit and executed in
many time steps, therefore trading circuit complexity for time of execution.
The modular structure tends to diminish the number of gates and also diminish
the number of interconnections among parts of the circuit. From the Shannon
estimate for the number of gates in a circuit one can see why should the circuit
be simpler when it is built out of modules. Let me start with a simple example.
Assume that a function of 2n bits, f(
1
; : : : ; 
2n
) can be computed by the logical
and of two smaller functions g
1
and g
2
f(
1
; : : : ; 
2n
) = g
1
(
1
; : : : ; 
n
) ^ g
2
(
n+1
; : : : ; 
2n
) .
The smaller functions g
1
and g
2
represent the modules of the circuit and the
larger function f represents the whole circuit. From Shannon's estimate, the
function f should require 2
2n
=(2n) gates. The smaller functions require 2
n
=n
gates each. Because f is the and of the smaller functions, it then only needs
1 + 2
n+1
=n gates. A number that is the 1=2 power of the initial estimate for
the number of gates. The notion of functional composition can be generalized
and it rapidly brings down the number of gates needed.
Shannon observed that the majority of Boolean functions cannot be written
as the composition of smaller functions. So in general it is not possible to bring
down the number of gates that compute some arbitrary Boolean function.
From Shannon's result the number of gates in a circuit with n inputs will
have 2
n
=n gates. To layout these gates will require a circuit with wires as long
as
p
2
n
=n. Even if we limit ourselves to circuits that grow as n
a
, for some small
exponent a, the length of the wires will be proportional to n
a=2
. This means
that for devices on a grid there will always be gates that have to be connected
to a large number of other gates, all of which cannot be nearby. Long wires
cannot be avoided.
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3 Physical wires
Wires carry signals within an integrated circuit. They are made of metals and
they are the last few layers in the fabrication process of an integrated circuit [13].
The resistance of a wire depends on the material used, and at the nanoscopic
scale, on its shape (see the basic theory of Landauer [14] and Buttiker [15] and
the results of Roukes and Alerhand [16]). The capacitance and inductance of the
wire come from stray couplings to the rest of the circuit. Just as a transmission
line, a wire can be substituted by resistors, capacitors, and inductors. For the
wire shown in gure 4(a) the equivalent circuit (gure 4(b)) is the transmission
line with total resistance R, total capacitance C, and total inductance L. A
current j of frequency ! along this wire is given by
j(x; t) = Re
 
e
i!t
 
j
a
e
x
+ j
b
e
-x

.
The equation for the voltage would have a similar form. The attenuation of the
signal as it goes over the wire is given by 
 =
p
i!RC-!
2
LC .
This signal propagates along the wire with speed -i!=. If the wire is long
(much larger than 1=

!
p
LC

) then it can be treated as a transmission line.
Signals of dierent frequencies will propagate at dierent velocities with small
attenuation. A wire in the transmission-line mode can be used to send high
frequency signals. If the wire is longer than the attenuation length (much
larger than 1=

R
p
C=(4L)

) then the wire can be treated as an RC circuit. If
a signal is injected into a wire, then the other end will receive an exponentially
attenuated signal at rst. This signal will propagate with velocity -i!=, as in
the transmission-line mode. Then, it will grow to its maximum value in a time
RC.
For computers that operate under the gigahertz frequency, the velocity of
light is not a limitation in circuit design. What sets limits on the operating
frequencies is the time it takes wires to charge up. The speed of propagation
of the rst wave of electrons is always -i!=, but the time it takes to reach
a certain voltage depends on RC. When a signal is injected at one end of a
wire the voltage at the other end grows as j
0
(1 - e
-t=RC
), with j
0
the current
of the signal. If a larger current is put through the wire, larger voltages can be
obtained at the other end in shorter periods. But the current through a thin
wire cannot be increased beyond a limit.
Let me explain the limitation. The image of a metal wire is a crystal that
conducts electrons, with maybe a few point defects and dislocations spread
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substrate 
metal wire (a) 
Z dx 
Y dx 
(b) 
Figure 4: Wire on an integrated circuit (a). It has a resistance R which depends on its
shape, and capacitance C, and inductance L, which depends on its coupling to the rest
of the circuit. The wire is equivalent to a circuit with impedance Z and admittance Y
per unit length (b).
around. That is true, but only at very small scales (a few nanometers or less).
A typical wire is a polycrystal [17]. It is formed from many crystal grains
that have dierent orientations | a polycrystal. The interface between the
grains occupies a larger volume than the typical defects of crystal (vacancies
and dislocations). And it dominates the transport properties of the metal wire
at low temperatures. For example, at room temperature the movement of atoms
along the grain boundaries can be 10
6
faster than through the lattice.
Electromigration is the movement of the atoms of a wire as electrons ow
through the wire. As the electrons ow from the positive to the negative ter-
minal of a wire they create an electron wind. As they blow past the atoms of
the metal, they collide with them, moving them upstream and leaving vacancies
behind. The vacancies eventually get lled in by other atoms that are moving
upstream. The net eect is that the atoms move upstream and the vacancies
move downstream. Eventually they reach the end of the wire where the con-
tacts are. Near the negative contact the vacancies pile up forming a large hole.
This hole diminishes the available cross section for the electron wind, increasing
the current density. Larger currents mean higher temperatures and accelerated
electromigration. The hole near the negative contact grows as the current con-
tinues to ow, and when it becomes as large as the wire, the wire breaks open.
On the positive contact the atoms start piling up. This forms a hillock which
spills out from the wire and creates a short circuit. If the vacancies and atoms
go beyond the ends of the wire, they will form a spike through one of the layers
of the device and again lead to a failure. Too much electromigration will destroy
a wire.
How long will a wire last? As wires becomes sub-micron in width their
lifetimes shorten due to electromigration breakdowns. The median time-of-
failure, t
50
, gives the lifetime of a wire. It is the time it takes for half of the
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wires in a batch to fail. The lifetime of wires due to electromigration is very
dicult to characterize and many factors seem to contribute to it: the size and
stacking order of the grains in the polycrystal, width and length, and number of
bends in the wire. The most important factors are the operating temperature
T, the current j and how dicult (in terms of activation energy E
a
) it is to move
an atom. These three factors can be combined in an Arrhenius-type empirical
formula
t
50
=
A
j
n
exp(-
E
a
k
B
T
) ,
where k
B
is the Boltzmann constant and n is an empirical exponent that varies
between 1 and 15. Most theoretical models of electromigration predict 1 or 2
for the exponent n. The constant A has to absorb all the other factors that
aect the lifetime of the wire. The eects of a thinner wire are contained in the
constant, so it is only through experiments that the lifetimes of thin wires can be
determined.The constant A is supposed to be proportional to the cross section
and to depend on the length L through e
1=L
. A series of experiments with thin
wires in intergrated circuits was carried out by Kwok and collaborators [18].
They nd that wires of sub-micron size will have lifetimes of the order of 10
2
hours under realistic working conditions. This is a much shorter lifetime than
needed for a useful integrated circuit.
I will take the short lifetime of thin wires as an indication that a nanocom-
puter cannot have long wires.
4 Small devices
There are a large number of devices in the literature that could serve as a basis
for a nano-scale computer (see the reviews in reference [19]). To understand
the necessity for error correction, I will abstract one property of these devices:
that they use few electrons to operate. I see three dierent modes of operation
for small devices: quantum interference, resonant tunneling, and bound-state.
In quantum interference and resonant tunneling devices charge is transported
through the device. In bound-state devices charge can be put into and taken
out of the device, or charge may be excited into a dierent state.
Most of the nano-scale devices operate at liquid nitrogen or liquid helium
temperatures. Because of their size, the voltages used to operate them are small,
and the thermal energy much be kept low. The plot in gure 5 delimits the
range of operations of many of the nano-scale devices. For comparison, cmos
transistors are marked of the diagram.
A quantum interference device operates by splitting the wave function of an
electron along two dierent paths and later joining it. Along one of the paths the
13
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Figure 5: Parameter range for quantum eects in nano-scale devices. The typical
range of operation for cmos devices is in the upper right hand corner of the diagram.
(Adapted from a diagram of Mark Reed by permission.)
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field region 
electrons 
Figure 6: A quantum interference device. Electrons are injected through the left, the
input, and exit through the right. There are two possible paths for the electrons.
Through the upper branch the phase of the wave function can be changed with the
external eld.
phase of the wave function is changed. If it is changed by the right amount, when
the path reunite there can be destructive interference. A quantum interference
device is shown in gure 6. The phase change can be controlled by an electric
or a magnetic eld. For a quantum interference device to operate, it must be
precisely dimensioned. It can neither be too long nor too short if the interference
eect is to work as a switch. It must also operate at very low temperatures to
avoid thermal gradients and phonon-electron scattering that could destroy phase
coherence.
Resonant tunneling devices operate by controlling the tunneling rate be-
tween potential barriers. The typical arrangement is shown in gure 7. There
is a double barrier between the Fermi sea at the left and the lower levels at
the right. If there were no barrier the electrons would ow from the left to the
right. The double barrier creates a one-dimensional well. The well will have at
least one bound state, and often more. If the levels of the well coincide with
the energy of the electrons on the left, the tunneling rate through the double
barrier is enhanced. If the levels do not coincide, the tunneling rate is reduced.
This is the basic idea for a series of devices. It was invented by Esaki in the late
1950's [20, 21]. The exact form in which the position of the levels of the barrier
are controlled, and the number of barriers leads to dierent devices. Examples
are the Coulomb blockade devices, resonant tunneling diodes and transistors,
and single electron transistor. All these devices share the same problems: for
their operation two dierent energy levels must be precisely matched: those of
the sea (left in gure 7) and those in the discrete levels of the well.
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Figure 7: The resonant tunneling diode. If the Fermi energy does not match one
of the levels of the well, the current through the device is reduced. By applying an
external bias the levels of the well can be made to match the Fermi level, enhancing
the current.
Bound state devices use discrete quantization of the momentum of an elec-
tron in one or more directions. An example is the quantum well [22]. In the
quantum well the momentum of the electron is quantized in the vertical direc-
tion, but in the other two directions the levels are so closely spaced that they
can be considered a continuum. The net result of this geometry is that electron
bounces within the well as if it were restricted to a two dimensional surface.
Bound state devices can be used to store information. The amount of charge in
a well, or state of a large molecule can be used to store the bit. The reliability
of these devices depends on the number of particles (electrons) involved in the
device. If a large number of electrons is used, then the loss of a few electrons to
the substrate should not aect the performance of the device. If a small number
of electrons is used, a loss of a few can change the value of the bit stored.
The devices I have examined share the property that only a few electrons
are involved in their operation. With few electrons it is dicult to have large
gain. Gain for small devices is the transfer of electrons from a reservoir to the
wires of the circuit. When the controlling elds of the device involve just a few
electrons it becomes dicult to isolate and control the ux of electrons from the
reservoir to the wires of the circuit. Also, a small number of electrons makes
for poor statistics in dening the logic states. With small gain, errors become
more likely and there is less room for variation in the parameters of the device
during fabrication.
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Figure 8: Exponential and bathtub failure rates for devices.
5 Errors
All computers fail at some point. When a component of a von Neumann com-
puter fails, the computer fails. A von Neumann computer is a Turing machine,
and Turing machines compute the value of recursively dened Boolean func-
tions. If one of the bits of the computer changes (from a zero to a one or from
a one to a zero), then the function being computed is dierent and the result
of interest may be wrong. In most cases the computer will crash. The time the
computer can go without a crash sets the limits on what calculations can be
done with it. It limits the number of bits that may be stored. And it limits the
number of cycles the computer may execute without errors.
A device may fail for two reasons: it breaks, or it makes an error. When a
device breaks it has to be replaced by a working one. When a device makes an
error the program the computer is executing produces a wrong result. Tran-
sistors (and therefore logic gates) break before they make an error. Dynamic
memories (DRAM) use a leaky capacitor for storage and make an error before
they break. The two failure mechanisms are statistically dierent (see gure 8).
The transistor devices have a failure rate which follows the \bathtub" distribu-
tion [23, sec. 2.26]. This means that the probability of failure, after the initial
burnout, is very small and increases only after the lifetime of the transistor has
expired. The lifetime can be of the order of years. The memory capacitors have
a failure rate which follows the exponential distribution. The probability that
they will fail increases exponentially with time. If the state is kept too long in
the memory without refreshing, the memory fails.
Transistors break before they make an error because their principle of oper-
ation involves large number of electrons (of the order of 10
18
=cm
3
). The large
numbers makes the transistor a reliable gain device. A transistor failing to am-
plify is like all the air of a room going to one side | not impossible, but very
unlikely. Devices that operate with just a few-electrons are not as reliable. The
event of an electron failing to tunnel through a barrier, or being knocked o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into another semiconductor layer is not small.
Their are many mechanisms by a which a device fails [23]. I would like to
concentrate on few-electron devices, which make an error before they break.
To keep the discussion general I will idealized the digital computer built from
few-electron devices as being a set of devices. A device can be a logic gate
or a memory unit. When I say a computer, I mean the processing units and
memory units. (For nanocomputers it may be that processing and memory are
intermixed.) At rst I will disregard the interconnections. Each device will have
a probability  of failing in one time step of the computer. The probability of
one device failing is independent of the state of other devices, and for how long
the device has been operating. When a device fails, it has at its output the
wrong bit. If it is a logic gate, then it has the wrong output; if it is a memory
device it is storing the wrong bit. This probability can be thought of as a small
number, although in some cases in may be as large as 0:01. As with any von
Neumann computer, if one device fails, the computer fails.
5.1 Failure rate for unreliable computers
Their are two questions to ask about this unreliable computer: how many de-
vices can it have? and how many time steps can it go? Assume that the
computer has B devices. The probability that one or more have failed is given
by the binomial distribution. If exactly one device failed, it could be any of the
B devices. The failure could happen in B ways. If exactly two devices failed,
then the failure could happen in B(B- 1)=2 ways. The probability of failure p
f
for the computer is the sum of all the ways it could fail,
p
f
=
X
1kB

B
k


k
(1- )
B-k
.
If  is a small number, then the probability of failure p
f
can be approximated
by
p
f
= B+O(
2
) .
If one of the devices fail, the computer fails. The number of devices that have
failed is Bp
f
, so for a working computer we must have that
Bp
f
 1 or B
2
 1 ,
which sets an upper limit B
max
of the number of devices in the computer to
B
max
=
1
p

.
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This simple estimate shows that one has to work very hard on the reliability of
the components to have a computer with many devices. Later we will see that
error correction allows the maximum number of devices B
max
to be increased
with a xed error rate .
A similar calculation shows how many time steps the computer may execute
before it fails. Assume that a computer goes for a total of C cycles (time steps).
We want to compute the probability p
C
that it will fail after C time steps. This
means that the computer worked for at least C steps. It may fail at the C+ 1
step or it may fail at a much later time. If w is the probability that it worked
in one time step, then
p
C
=
X
kC
worked k cycles, failed on k+ 1
=
X
kC
w
k
(1-w)
= w
C
(1+w+w
2
+   )(1 -w)
= w
C
.
We want to determine the probability that it fails. Let us assume that it happens
when the probability of working is 1=2. The value of C
max
for that to happen
is ln(1=2)= lnw. If we had chosen a fraction dierent from 1=2, it would just
change the coecient multiplying 1= lnw.
The two results for failure can be combined. As the probability of a computer
with B devices to work is w = (1- B), the maximum number of time steps it
may execute is of the order of
C = -
ln 2
ln(1 - B)
=
ln 2
B
+O(
2
) .
As an order of magnitude estimate, a computer will fail when the product
BC = 1 .
This result has a simple space-time interpretation, see gure 9. If B devices are
spread in space, and the computer executes C time steps, then the total area
occupied by the computation in space-time is BC. If any one of those devices
in space-time has failed, the computation has failed. That means that BC has
to be 1 or less.
For workstation class computers the value of  is very small. The results only
apply to the memory of the computer. A typical workstation have (in 1993)
around 64 megabytes of memory (5:4  10
8
bits). The memory will hold its
state for 100 days without an error. Typically memory gets accessed 10
7
times
a second, or 8:6 10
13
times in 100 days. The product BC is then 4:6 10
22
,
or a failure rate per device (bit) of  = 2 10
-23
. A very small number.
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Figure 9: Space-time interpretation of a computation. The computer is made of a
series of devices (represented by circles). The state of each device may change as
the computation proceeds in time, but if only one device changes state, the whole
calculation is wrong.
5.2 Error correction
Most nanoscale devices will not have the reliability of the transistor. In some
molecular schemes for computation the error rate can approach 10%. With such
large errors, a scheme must be found to improve the reliability of computers.
Von Neumann was the rst to publish on the possibility of building a com-
puter with unreliable parts [24]. He had two motivations: computers were then
built with vacuum tubes, which would break often; and to develop a model for
the working of real neurons, which can reliably compute despite their varia-
tions. The basic idea in von Neumann's work was to increase the reliability of
Boolean networks by having them be redundant. If we have an unreliable com-
puter which most of the time produces the right result, but sometimes makes a
mistake, then we can have many duplicates of the computer and take a vote of
what the correct result should be. The larger the number of computers that are
doing the same calculation, the better the chances that the voting will produce
the correct result.
The idea of having many copies of the computer is supported by the ideas of
Shannon on communication through noisy channels [25]. In Shannon's theory,
a message is sent through a noisy communications channel that changes a few
bits of the message. Shannon showed that the method to send the message
through the channel reliably is to send several copies of the message. Depending
on distribution of the errors in the communication channel, the message must
duplicate certain bit combinations more than other, but the basic idea continues
to be repetition of the message.
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Figure 10: Redundant computation
In my analysis of a general purpose nano-scale computer I will only consider
order of magnitude estimates. The working of a computer must be better spec-
ied for more detailed estimates. All results will be given as a function of the
probability  that one device has failed. This probability is independent of the
state of the computer and on the history of the device. As the results are order
of magnitude estimates, I can concentrate on only one error correcting scheme:
the majority rule. The majority rule is a voting scheme. Several copies of a
device or computer are made to compute or store the same result. The result
that occurs more often or in the majority of the cases is considered the state
of the device. This is not the most ecient scheme for error correction, but
it produces the same order of magnitude (same functional dependence on )
as the more sophisticated error correcting schemes. In particular, the number
of times the message is duplicated is the same. This is in agreement with the
results of Winograd and Cowan [26]. They have analyzed redundant Boolean
networks and used the best information-theoretic coding scheme and obtained
the same order of magnitude estimates as von Neumann.
Figure 10 illustrates the majority rule when computing with unreliable com-
ponents. It also points out a problem in reading the output of error corrected
computation. If the computer (rectangle) were reliable, then it would take
inputs i
1
; : : : ; i
n
and produce the output o
1
. Because it has some chance of
making an error one duplicates the inputs and the computer to produce several
copies of the result, o
1
; : : : ; o
m
. There is a piece of circuitry that takes the re-
sults, decides which occurs more often, and outputs that. This error correcting
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Figure 11: Two possible ways to error correct: in parallel or in series
circuit cannot make errors, as there is no other circuit to check that its results
are the majority. This is a general problem with devices that make errors: the
repeated output has to be read by a circuit that does not make errors. If it were
otherwise, all the error correction done by the duplicated computers would be
corrupted by the last output stage. From now on I will assume that the nal
output can be reliably read.
There are two possibilities when we error correct: we may duplicate the
computer several times and error correct at the end; or we may error correct after
each part of the computer. To keep the argument simple, break the computer
into just two parts, A and B. There are now two possible arrangements, shown
in gure 11. In the parallel arrangement the entire computer is duplicated and
the error correction is done with the output of each computer. In the serial
arrangement the error correction is done with all the stages A in parallel and
all the stages B in parallel. Which gives better reliability? To decide this lets
use a simple example where the there are only three duplicates of the computer,
as shown in gure 11. Assume that the probability that A will fail or that B
will fail is  and independent of the failure of other stages. If we have only one
computer, as in gure 11(a), the probability that the whole computer will fail is
2+ 
2
. Either one unit fails, and this can happen in two ways; or both units
fail.
When the three units are in parallel the probability of the whole computer
failing is
3(2+ 
2
)
2
+ (2+ 
2
)
3
= 12
2
+ O(
3
) ,
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if  is a small number. When the three units are in series the probability of the
whole computer failing is
2(3
2
+ 
3
) + (3
2
+ 
3
)
2
= 6
2
+ O(
3
) ,
which is of the same order of magnitude as the parallel arrangement. The par-
allel and the serial scheme are of the same order of magnitude if the probability
 of failing is a small number (as compared to the number of stages in the
computer). If there are M stages and the product M is not small, then it is
no longer true that the parallel and serial arrangement are of the same order of
magnitude. The combinatorial factors overweight the smallness of 
n
.
When there are many stages, the serial arrangement outperforms the par-
allel arrangement. Assume that the computer has M stages. In the parallel
arrangement the error correction is done by a reliable error correcting device
at the end of the M stages. Each stage has a probability  for failing, so the
probability p
f
that one or more stages will fail in a line and input the wrong
result into the error correcting device is
p
f
=
X
k1

M
k


k
(1- )
M-k
= 1- (1- )
M
.
If there are 2m- 1 duplicates of each computer, the probability that the whole
computer will fail is the probability p
p
that more than half of the duplicated
computers failed:
p
p
=
X
mk2m-1

2m- 1
k

p
k
f
(1- p
f
)
2m-1-k
.
In the serial arrangement there is a reliable error correcting device after a set
of 2m- 1 duplicated stages. Each error correcting device outputs the majority
input. Again each stage has a probability  of failing. The probability p
s
that
the whole computer will fail is computed in the reverse order that the failure
probability is computed for the parallel arrangement. First we compute the
probability that a set of stages will fail even after error correction. That is the
probability p
1
that m (half) or more stages failed:
p
1
=
X
mk2m-1

2m- 1
k


k
(1- )
2m-1-k
,
and the probability the whole computer will fail in the serial arrangement p
s
is
p
s
=
X
k1

M
k

p
k
1
(1 - p
1
)
M-k
= 1- (1- p
1
)
M
.
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Figure 12: Probability of failure for the whole computer in the parallel and serial
arrangements as a function of the number of duplicates m. The computer used in the
plots has 70 stages and the probability of failure for any stage, , is 0:01.
If M is not a small number, there is a large dierence between the two
arrangements. In gure 12 computers with the same number of stages are com-
pared. In the parallel arrangement the probability starts out growing, whereas
in the serial arrangement it rapidly decreases. Notice that the serial plot is
logarithmic. The probability of failure  is xed by the devices used to build a
stage of the computer. It is a function of the technology used. The number of
stages in the computer is a function of the storage and processing capabilities of
the computer. We want these as large as possible. This means that in general
the product M will not be a small number and the serial arrangement will be
preferred. It is better to error correct as often as possible.
5.3 Correcting with errors
In the previous section we concluded that it is better to error correct after each
stage of the computer. The smallest circuit within the computer that could be a
stage is the device. It may be a logic gate or storage for a bit. Up to now I have
assumed that the error correcting circuit is completely reliable | it introduces
no new errors. Reliable error correction will not be possible in a nanocomputer
that is integrated to large scales. In a chip, the error correction circuit is built
with the same technology as the computer. If few-electron devices are used for
the error correcting circuits then it will also be prone to the failures of the logic
circuits. Computer circuits and error circuits are all prone to failure by loss of
state.
I will now assume a more realistic model for the computer built from unreli-
able components. Some of the circuit will perform the logic, and some will error
correct by the majority rule. The crucial point is that to error correct, signals
have to propagate through space, by being carried in wires, or through time, by
being stored for a short time. Both forms of propagation increase the chances
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that the state of a device will get altered. They dramatically change the reli-
ability gains obtained in the serial (and parallel) redundant arrangements (see
section 5.2).
I will now consider a unit that replicates the information it is storing. This
unit holds a bit while the nanocomputer is carring out a program. After each
program cycle the unit stops and executes an error correcting procedure. The
unit has 2m- 1 devices, each of which has to store its state for at least s time
steps (cycles) while the error correcting program is executing. Later we will see
that s depends on the number of devices in a unit. The probability that any one
of the devices will fail is  and independent of its state and the state of the other
devices. This arrangement is the minimal arrangement for error correction. If
there are no wires and the nanodevices have to do the error correction, then
there have to be a few cycles dedicated to error correction. The program cannot
proceed until the error correction part has nished. Also, there is no possibility
of having a reliable unit to error correct.
The basic result and main point I wish to make is: the failure rate cannot
be made as small as needed with a xed failure rate per device. This can be
seen quite easily. If each device has an failure rate , and it must hold its state
for at least s time steps, then during that period it has a failure rate of s. The
probability that the entire unit will fail is the probability that at least half fail,
or (s)
m
. In general s increases as m
2
, so the probability of the unit failing goes
as (m
2
)
m
. Asymptotically, this grows with m and the probability cannot be
made as small as needed with a xed .
The detailed calculation of the probability of failure takes into account the
many combinations in which the unit may fail. Unlike the estimate, it is correct
for small values of m. If a unit with 2m - 1 devices failed, that means that m
or more of the devices did. Each device in the unit has a probability of failure
 independent of its history and the state of other devices in the unit and the
computer. Assume that exactly k devices failed. This means that 2m-1-k did
work for at least one step, and the probability of this happening is (1-)
2m-1-k
.
The probability that one device worked for at least s steps is (1- )
s
. And the
probability that exactly k failed in those s steps is (1-(1-)
s
)
k
. The probability
that k failed and 2m - 1 - k worked is the product of the probability of both
events. Combining them, and summing all the ways in which m or more devices
in one unit may fail gives the probability p
u
that a unit will fail to error correct
p
u
=
X
km

2m- 1
k

(1 - )
2m-1-k
(1- (1- )
s
)
k
. (1)
For small values of  this results reduces to the simple estimate.
The number of cycles that each device must keep its state, s, is yet to be
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Figure 13: Two halves of a unit trying to decide the majority bit. To avoid fooling
the left side output, the right side has to send log
2
m bits to the left over the wire.
determined. As we are only interested in an order of magnitude estimate, all we
need to determine is how does s depend on the number of copies (redundancy)
of each device. More detailed calculations would require a more detailed de-
scription of the error correcting procedure. I will give three dierent estimates
for s: one when there are wires available, another when the nanocomputer
is two-dimensional, and another when the nanocomputer is one-dimensional.
Long wires are equivalent of having many space dimensions: any device can
be made neighbor of any others device neighbors by the use of wires. We will
nd that the lower the dimension in which the computer operates, the harder
it is to error correct. In all three cases if the inputs are x
1
; : : : ; x
2m-1
, then the
majority rule error correcting algorithm has to compute
&
1
2m- 1
X
k
(x
k
-
1
2
)
'
,
where d  e returns the smallest integer larger than its argument.
First lets consider the case where wires can be used. Assume that the unit
is split into two halves. Each half has some of the devices of the unit (see gure
13). The unit of the left is supposed to determine, after a few cycles, if its state
should be the zero bit or the one bit. The unit will determine its state by the
majority of the inputs: it will count how many inputs are zero and how many are
one. The state occurring most often will be the output. If the unit is to operate
successfully, the left unit must know the sum of the one inputs from the right
side of the unit. If the right unit does not send a message with at least log
2
m
bits to the left, the left can be fooled into a wrong output. This means that it
takes log
2
m cycles to send the information down a wire from the right part of
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Figure 14: Failure rate of a unit with wires. The number of devices in the unit is m
and the probability of failure of a device is  = 0:01.
the unit to the left part of the unit. Keeping the number of devices xed, this
is then a lower bound for the amount of time a unit would take to decide which
input is in majority (see reference [27]). A more constructive way of seeing
that log
2
m cycles are needed is to consider an ecient scheme for adding all
the input bits without using a lookup table (which would consume too much
circuit area), or repeating the inputs (which leads to no gain in eciency in a
nanocomputer). If we use an adder that looks at two inputs and produces an
output, then the most ecient adder is arranged in a binary tree. The depth
of this tree is log
2
m and the result of the addition is obtained only after the
inputs have advanced from the leaves to the root of the tree. At each cycle one
branch level is advanced, so an adder requires log
2
m cycles to execute. This
argument shows that if wires can be used s is at least log
2
m.
We can now see how the error rate of a unit behaves when wires are used.
In this case s = log
2
m in the error rate p
u
given by equation (1). To illustrate
the error probability as the number of devices in a unit increases set  = 0:1
(the probability that a device will fail). The plot is shown in gure 14. The
function is very sensitive to the value of . In general it will have two extrema.
Form = 1 it is 0, then grows, then decreases to a small value until about e
1=(2)
when it starts growing towards one. For small values of  (smaller than 0:001
it is possible to reach shallow minima, smaller than 10
-30
.
For a nanocomputer each device within a unit must keep its state longer
than log
2
m cycles. This is because there are no wires. Instead the devices
are only connected to their nearest neighbors (as in a grid). In executing the
algorithm that determines the majority of the states of the unit, there will be
a point in the algorithm that one of the devices assumes the majority state.
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Figure 15: Probability of failure of a unit when there are no wires. For large number
of devices m the probability of failure goes to one. The failure probability for a
one-dimensional unit is plotted in (a) and for a two-dimensional unit in (b).
To come to that state it had to gather information from all the other devices
in the unit. This means that the information on the state of a device has to
move of the order m devices. Again we divide the unit into left and right part.
The information about the m devices has to be moved across the size of the
device, which is of order
p
m for a two-dimensional unit. This should take
p
m
time steps. As the states of each device are brought to their destination, the
number of one bits must be added. That requires log
2
m cycles for each device.
The total time required is then
p
m log
2
m. If the unit were one-dimensional it
would take m time steps to transfer the states from one side to the other of the
unit. And the total time to decide the majority bit would be m log
2
m.
In gure 15 I have plotted the probabilities of failure for the one and two-
dimensional nanocomputers. The probability is given as a function of the num-
ber of devices in one unit, that is, on the redundancy of each bit. The curves
have a shallow minimum and then grow to one. The switch from small prob-
ability of failure to large probability of failure occurs when
p
m log
2
m = 
-1
for the two-dimensional case and when m log
2
m = 
-1
for the one-dimensional
case. The curves are very sensitive to the value of  and to the precise depen-
dence of s on m. Most practical algorithms for error correction seem to require
s = m
2
. The result to be learned from the curves is that the probability of fail-
ure does not go to zero as the number of devices in a unit increases. In gure
16 I have plotted the probability of failure for a unit with three devices. As the
probability  of failure of a device decreases so does the overall probability of
failure of a unit decrease.
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Figure 16: The probability of failure decreases the more reliable each device is. In this
example the unit has three devices. Each device has a probability of failure .
5.4 The role of error correction
The plots show that the probability of failure cannot be made as small as needed
by replicating the circuits of the computer. It may be that the minimum of
probability of failure curve is good enough in practice. But then one has to
remember that the calculations only give the dependence of the probability
with the number of copies of a device. If we wanted to use a device, despite
its unreliable nature, detailed calculations for that device, with all constants,
would have to be carried out. If the probability of failure does not go to zero
as the number of copies increases, then details matter.
There are two ways to error correct: with and without reliable error cor-
recting devices. These two forms lead to dierent results for the probability
of failure of a unit and of a computer. When the error correction can be done
reliably, the error rate of the computer can be made as small as needed. This is
done by increasing the number of copies of the computer, gate, or device. When
the error correction cannot de done reliably then the crucial point is if there
are wires or not in the computer. With wires the information about the many
copies of a bit can be quickly transferred to a unit that decides if the bit should
be one or zero. The time it takes to error correct is almost independent of the
number of copies (depends on the logarithm). Without wires the time it takes
to error correct increases with the number of copies. If the number of copies is
large, it takes too long to error correct, and the error correction procedure is
itself error prone.
Error correction also decreases the speed of a computer. For each cycle of
computation, several cycles must be used to error correct. In the case of a
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nanocomputer with units that error correct by using m copies, the fraction of
time not error correcting is 1=
p
m. The error correction cannot be done by just
replicating the whole computer many times and using reliable error correcting
devices. This is the parallel arrangement which has errors that do not go to
zero. What is needed is a gure of merit that takes into account the tradeos
between the area occupied by the computer, the time it takes to perform a
calculation, and the failure probability.
Other aspects of error in computers have not been analyzed. When very
thin wires are used, or when the devices are small, the connections among them
may fail. Connections may also be wrong. The yield of a complicated circuit
may be too small if all connections have to be correct. As von Neumann showed
[24], it is also possible to error correct for wrong connections by replicating the
circuits of a computer.
6 Stochastic computation
The prospects for computation with nano-scale devices seem gloomy. Finding
a device that has enough gain to overcome the errors may not be possible. But
this does not mean that computation, useful computation, is not possible with
nano-scale devices. What has to change is the manner in which computation is
done. We can give up the notion of a general purpose computer and have the
nano-computer execute the expensive part of the calculation. For example, a
fast nano-scale computer could be coupled to a slower general purpose computer.
The slower computer could set up the calculation for the faster computer, taking
care of input and output. The faster computer would then execute the expensive
and specialized part of the computation.
In principle, the special nano-computer could be used to simulate a gen-
eral purpose computer. If it is fast enough (as nano-scale electronics seem to
promise) the extra level of simulation will not be an obstacle for an useful com-
puter. There is a problem with this argument. Because the nano-computer will
have to use active wires to transmit information from one end of the circuit to
another, many of the clock cycles will be would be used for information propa-
gation. The time is of the order of the linear size of the circuit, or
p
m with m
the number of gates. With typical circuits having of the order of 10
6
gates in
1994, a speed-up of at least 10
3
would be needed, taking the typical operating
frequency from 50 MHz to 50 GHz. This is a pessimistic estimate, but it does
point to the dangers of digital error correction.
All the estimates and arguments on the diculties of using nano-scale com-
puters assume that traditional von Neumann style algorithms will be executed
on the computer. Many of the arguments may not apply if other algorithms
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are used. As an illustration of the algorithms I have in mind, I will develop the
idea of stochastic computation. Stochastic computation is a simple lattice gas
[28]. The information is stored as the number of bits in a region of the com-
puter. The results of the computation are obtained by averaging large regions
containing many electrons. The averaging, and the analog nature of the result,
make the system immune to small errors.
I will take as a model for a computer the simplest possible device that can
be nanofabricated: a large array of quantum dots. In this array each dot is
connected to its neighbors by tunneling junctions. Such arrays have not yet
been fabricated, but each of the repeating elements has already been built.
Array of dots without interconnections have been built and can be charged in a
controlled way with a small number of electrons [29]. The array is very simple,
with only three elements per repeating unit. If more sophisticated devices can
be built, the ideas presented on computation could be more easily applied.
First I will show how an array of quantum dots can solve a simple problem |
the diusion equation | and later how it can be generalized to other partial
dierential equations such as the Schrodinger equation.
Let us abstract the array of dots as a lattice of sites that connect to their
nearest neighbors. Each site can assume a nite number of states. The question
is: \can this array be used for computation?" One simple application is to the
solution of the diusion equation:
@
t
 = Dr
2
:
The solution for this equation at a time T can be found from an initial condition
(0) by starting a series of non-interacting random walkers on the lattice, dis-
tributed so as to approximate the initial distribution (0). The motion of the
random walkers consists of hopping to a neighboring lattice site at each time
step. All neighboring sites are equally probable. The random walkers can be
made to solve a slightly more complicated equation:
@
t
 = Dr
2
-V(x):
The solution to this equation is found by using random walkers that jump to
the dierent neighboring sites with probabilities proportional to the potential
at the neighboring site.
A simple physical realization of a stochastic computer solving the diusion
equation is the array in gure 17. The circles represent quantum dots that
can hold a few electron states, and the rectangles are single electron tunneling
devices. The dots represent the lattice sites in the diusion problem, and the
tunneling junctions control the hopping probabilities from one site to its neigh-
bors. This is a computer that could be built from conductors and insulators,
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Figure 17: A basic computer. The circles are quantum dots and the rectangles are tun-
neling junctions. With this simple computer it is possible to solve partial dierential
equations.
and not just semiconductors, see Likaharev [30]. Above each tunneling junction
there is a conducting plate that controls the tunneling rate of the junction. The
eld  of the equation is obtained by averaging over a large number of quantum
dots.
The metal-insulator construction is not the only possible one. More conven-
tional technology could be used. What is required for a stochastic computer is
a storage device that can hold a few bits and a logic device that reads the bits.
The logic device should be capable of reading the the bits from two neighboring
sites, execute a simple logical operation with them, and then store the result in
a third site. For the storage devices one could use multiple state resonant tun-
neling diodes [31, 32]. The logic device could be fabricated with lateral resonant
tunneling devices [33, 34, 35]. Similar types of computers have been proposed
before, see Biafore [36] and Lent et al. [37].
The elements of the stochastic computer do not have to be quantum dots
and tunneling junctions. More conventional circuit elements could be used.
A computer built to solve the diusion equation would not be of much
practical value. Its importance comes when we realize that what is actually
being computed is a Wiener process | an Euclidean path integral [38]. Most of
the problems of modern theoretical physics fall in this class. For example, the
stationary Schrodinger equation can be transformed into a diusion problem by
introducing a ctitious time. Other examples include the Poisson equation, the
Fokker-Plank equation, and the Navier-Stokes equation.
Let us say that we wanted to determine the ground state of the Schrodinger
equation subject to a eld v(x). For the ground state and a real external eld it
always possible to arrange the wave function  (x) to be real and positive. Take
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the Schrodinger equation
-
1
2
r
2
 (x)+ v(x) (x) =  (x);
and substitute
(x; ) =  (x)e
-
;
where  is the ctitious time. If we now compute @
t
 one nds that
@

 =
1
2
r
2
- v(x)
which is a diusion equation with an external eld. To, determine the eigenen-
ergy  one just has to analyze the rate of decay of the solution.
The example is not limited to the ground state of the Schrodinger equation.
By having four states per site it is possible to determine wave functions with
nodes. It is also possible to apply the diusion method to other equations [39].
The advantage of having the equation solved by a Wiener process is that
the irregularities of the array can be used to ones advantage in simulating the
process. Before a given process is simulated the array can be calibrated with a
simple diusion process. An initial distribution of electrons would be injected
into the array and let to evolve. It would then be compared to the exact
solution. The dierence between the simulation and the exact solution would
give amount of bias that should be applied to each of the tunneling regions so
that the simulation and solution agree. Then when a dierent process has to be
simulated its external eld would be added to the bias. This procedure could
correct for the imperfections in the manufacture of the array.
7 Conclusions
The eld of nanoelectronics is a rapidly changing eld. New devices are con-
stantly being created. To avoid technology forecasting [40] I have identied the
basic properties of nanodevices and how they can be used for computing. The
long argument explained why etched wires cannot be used between all devices
of the computer (they open up due to electromigration), and why digital er-
ror correction cannot improve the failure rate (quantum devices make errors
while error correcting). These results are intuitive to those that build devices.
I have tried to explain how they follow from the basic principles used to design
computers and from the basic properties of quantum devices.
The results on long wires and error correction are order of magnitude esti-
mates. Error rates cannot be made arbitrarily small for a xed error rate per
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device. It may be that a given device, when used in a very large scale inte-
grated circuit, will have acceptable error rates. It may be that this circuit can
be operated slow enough to avoid electromigration. The exact gures can only
be found by building it.
Many of these results do not apply to devices under research. For example,
if a wire can be grown (self-assembled) as a single crystal grain, its lifetime is
extended by several orders of magnitude. Also, if a process is found for the man-
ufacturing of integrated circuits that guarantees, from physical principles, that
all devices are dimensioned to the atomic scale, then the amount of gain needed
is reduced. Even if these new manufacturing processes are not found, stochastic
computers can still be built with current technology. The problem then reduces
to nding a large enough class of algorithms to justify their development and
use.
All the devices needed for the fabrication of the stochastic computer at
the nanoscale have been demonstrated. The storage devices can be built out
combinations of resonant tunneling diodes. The logic units can be built out
of dual gate resonant tunneling eld eect logic arrays. If this computer could
operate without any errors, it would be equivalent to a Turing machine. There
are at least two very useful algorithms to execute in this computer: the diusion
equation (which computes the ground state of the Schrodinger equation) and
the FHP gas [28] (which solves the Navier-Stokes equation).
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